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"The Wild Duet is a quick, fun and smoking hot Hollywood romance." -USA Determined
to lose her virginity, Wyld shares a steamy encounter with a sexy stranger. But what
happens when she learns he’s a wealthy director who wants more than just one night
with her?
THE ZODIAC CURSE is an enticing new reverse harem urban fantasy world featuring
two tandem series - Harem of Shadows by Amber Lynn Natusch and Harem of Light by
C.N. Crawford.Eve Carmichael can't wait to graduate from college and move on with
her life. Loner, outcast, and enemy of the dean, she tried her best to fit in, but all the
money in the world can't buy genuine friends-or anonymity.Then things take an
unexpected turn when she witnesses a murder on campus. Especially because there's
no evidence a crime ever happened the next day, and the five men responsible
disappeared into thin air.As she tries to unravel the mystery behind the phantom
homicide, she finds herself on a dark and familiar path. With no-one else to trust, she
seeks the help of an unlikely-but alluring-group of men. A group of men with one thing
in common-an undying interest in her.For better or worse, the rocker, the wanderer, the
student, the therapist, and the adviser all have a part to play in fulfilling her destiny.
Hopefully they can awaken her to the danger closing in before Eve gets herself killed.
Brand-new stories of witches and witchcraft written by popular female fantasy authors,
including Kelley Armstrong, Rachel Caine and Sherrilyn Kenyon writing in their own
bestselling universes! These are tales of wickedness... stories of evil and cunning,
written by today's women you should fear. Includes tales from Kelley Armstong, Rachel
Caine and Sherrilyn Kenyon, writing in their own bestselling universes. Hex Life:
Wicked New Tales of Witchery will take the classic tropes of tales of witchcraft and
infuse them with fresh, feminist perspective and present-day concerns--even if they're
set in the past. These witches might be monstrous, or they might be heroes, depending
on their own definitions. Even the kind hostess with the candy cottage thought of herself
as the hero of her own story. After all, a woman's gotta eat. Bring out your dread. From
TI 9781789090345 HC.
From New York Times bestselling author Kendall Ryan comes a flirty new standalone
about falling for your older brother's best friend.There's pretty much only one rule when
you're a guy.Don't be a douche.Turns out, the fastest way to break that rule is to fall for
your best friend's sister.Ava's brilliant, sharp-tongued, gorgeous, and five years younger
than me.She's the sexual equivalent of running with scissors. In a word, she's
dangerous. And completely off-limits.Falling for her could ruin everything.Yet I can't
seem to stop, even when her company is threatened by a lawsuit, and my promotion
hinges on representing the opposing client-and winning.I can't see a way out of this
mess that doesn't end in a broken friendship, a broken heart, or a ruined career.I may
have broken the bro code when I fell for Ava. But do I have the balls to handle what
comes next?
Twenty-five-year-old Ellie Brewer's abandonment by her father has been a source of
sadness throughout her life, and when he rejects her appeal for help as an adult she is
hurt all over again. Feeling lost and hopeless, she volunteers for a paid study being
conducted by Professor William Ashworth on the topic of young women who lack a
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strong father figure in their lives. William's interest in this particular subject is not merely
academic, and he is instantly intrigued by Ellie. He has always hoped to one day find a
woman who would benefit from being nurtured and dominated by a loving daddy, and
from the moment she steps into his office it is obvious that she is in desperate need of
exactly the kind of attention and affection he would offer, not to mention the firm but
loving correction he would apply to her bare bottom as often as necessary. Ellie is
shocked when she learns the details of William's planned research, but with her
attempts to hold down a job going awry one after another, she is ultimately left with little
choice but to accept the arrangement the handsome professor proposes. He will take
on the role of her daddy for the duration of his research, and over that time she will live
with him as his ward, subject to his rules and the consequences of breaking those
rules. William quickly proves more than ready to take his ward over his knee and spank
her bare bottom whenever she misbehaves, but Ellie soon discovers that her new
daddy's strict discipline makes her feel safe and loved in a way nothing else ever has.
Before long she finds herself aching for William to claim her completely, but can she
really trust that he will always be there for her, or will their relationship be torn apart by
her daddy issues? Publisher's Note: Daddy Issues is an erotic romance novel that
includes spankings, sexual scenes, age play, and more. If such material offends you,
please don't buy this book.
A love that defies Fate itself. A love so strong it doesn't care about norms and written
destinies. Althea and Landon have been friends since childhood and are near
inseparable, but the clock is ticking and pressure is building from their family to find
their destined mate and finally commit. But when the young pubescent boy that Althea
has known all her life suddenly morphs into the imposing and handsome Alpha Landon,
she finds herself drawn to him more than ever before and looking away from other
potential suitors. With their parents pushing to keep them apart and obstacles mounting
around them, Althea knows that her and Landon are not naturally destined to be each
other's mate, but can fate be changed in the quest for true love?
Luke’s been kicked in the teeth by fate enough to know: nice guys finish last. He’s
done being nice and waiting for his due. Finding Bethony, another potential Mate, was
supposed to be his chance at a true Mate. However, she’s young and afraid and needs
time to get to know him first. Bethony has different plans. She’s willing to Claim Luke
but only to stop her terrifying dreams; she’s not interested in love or romance. The
closer the pair get to the Compound, the deeper the danger becomes. Luke isn’t the
only wolf looking for Bethi. He must choose between Bethi’s safety and peace of mind
or his dream of finding a true Mate.
Eighteen-year-old Lady Penelope Lennox always considered herself destined for life as
a nun, and she is shocked when her father arranges for her to marry Lord Alton
Westcott, a man she's never met. Determined to avoid the sinful pleasures of the world,
Penelope decides to do the unthinkable. In the hope that persistent disobedience will
force her future husband to send her back to the convent, she will put aside her meek
demeanor and defy him at every opportunity. Lord Westcott's insatiable appetite for the
fairer sex and his finely-honed skill in the bedchamber are both well-known, but after
years of avoiding marriage, his desire for a lasting love leads him to look beyond the
jaded women of his social circle. His particular tastes demand a young lady unspoiled
by the world, one suitable to become not only his wife but his little girl as well.
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Penelope's unruly behavior offers Lord Westcott the perfect opportunity to take her in
hand, and it isn't long before the beautiful, headstrong maiden is lying naked over his
knee for a sound spanking. A sore bottom is only the beginning of his plans for
Penelope, however, and soon enough she is blushing crimson as her bare body is
intimately and thoroughly explored. But though Lord Westcott quickly proves more than
capable of bringing his innocent little girl to one powerful climax after another, can he
truly teach her to cast her shame and inhibitions aside and yield herself fully to his
loving dominance? Publisher's Note: Claiming Her Innocence is an erotic romance
novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes, age play, anal play, elements of medical
play, and more. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.

Penny and James defied the odds. A professor and his student were never
supposed to become husband and wife, let alone a father and a mother. The
couple created a foundation in NYC that is held together with love, family, and
friends. A foundation that they believed was impenetrable. But what happens
when the life they know is threatened? If a struggle that should bring them closer
together begins to tear them apart? All it takes is - One. Single. Slip. Foundations
crumble. Will Penny and James continue to defy the odds?
Alpha Daddy
New York Times bestselling author Kat Martin brings page-turning suspense to a
tale of secrets and passions turned deadly . . . Texas mogul Beau Reese is
furious. All six feet three obscenely wealthy, good-looking inches of him. His sixtyyear-old father, Stewart, a former state senator no less, has impregnated a
teenager. Barely able to contain his anger, Beau is in for another surprise. It
appears that Stewart has moved an entirely different woman into the house . . .
Beau assumes that stunning Cassidy Jones is his father’s mistress. At least
she’s of age. But those concerns take a sudden backseat when he finds Stewart
in a pool of blood on the floor of his study—and Cassidy walks in to find Beau with
his hand on the murder weapon. The shocks just keep coming. Someone was
following Stewart, and Cassidy is the detective hired to find out who and why.
Now she’ll have to find his killer instead. Her gut tells her it wasn’t Beau. And
Beau’s instincts tell him it wasn’t Cassidy. Determined to track down the truth,
they form an uneasy alliance—one that will bring them closer to each other—closer
to danger and beyond . . .
The New York Times bestselling author of the Undead Novels takes on
reincarnation in this unforgettable Insighter Novel about the pitfalls in past—and
love—lives… Leah Nazir lives in a world where the past can and will come back to
bite you in the ass. No, not teething ghosts—reincarnation! As an Insighter, it’s
Leah’s job to delve into the murky and (often) deadly former lives of her patients.
And she knows a thing or two about danger after killing her mother’s murderer
with the help of new beau, Archer Drake. Isn’t he the best? Now, it’s time to
take their relationship to the next level, but not in any way Leah could have
predicted. She and Archer head to Chicago to meet his parents—and try to figure
out why Archer’s dad killed his brother decades ago. When someone tries to
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sabotage their investigation, Leah must decide if the Drake family past is a deal
breaker…
#1 New York Timesbestselling author Stephanie Laurens brings you the delights
of a long-ago country-village Christmas, featuring a grandmother, her
grandchildren, an artifact hunter, the lady who catches his eye, and three ancient
coins that draw them all together in a Christmas treasure hunt. Therese, Lady
Osbaldestone, and her household again welcome her younger daughter’s
children, Jamie, George, and Lottie, plus their cousins Melissa and Mandy, all of
whom have insisted on spending the three weeks prior to Christmas at
Therese’s house, Hartington Manor, in the village of Little Moseley. The children
are looking forward to the village’s traditional events, and this year, Therese has
arranged a new distraction—the plum puddings she and her staff are making for
the entire village. But while cleaning the coins donated as the puddings’ goodluck tokens, the children discover that three aren’t coins of the realm. When
consulted, Reverend Colebatch summons a friend, an archeological scholar from
Oxford, who confirms the coins are Roman, raising the possibility of a Roman
treasure buried somewhere near. Unfortunately, Professor Webster is facing a
deadline and cannot assist in the search, but along with his niece Honor, he will
stay in the village, writing, remaining available for consultation should the children
and their helpers uncover more treasure. It soon becomes clear that discovering
the source of the coins—or even which villager donated them—isn’t a
straightforward matter. Then the children come across a personable gentleman
who knows a great deal about Roman antiquities. He introduces himself as
Callum Harris, and they agree to allow him to help, and he gets their search back
on track. But while the manor five, assisted by the gentlemen from Fulsom Hall,
scour the village for who had the coins and search the countryside for signs of
excavation and Harris combs through the village’s country-house libraries,
amassing evidence of a Roman compound somewhere near, the site from which
the coins actually came remains a frustrating mystery. Then Therese recognizes
Harris, who is more than he’s pretending to be. She also notes the romance
burgeoning between Harris and Honor Webster, and given the girl doesn’t know
Harris’s full name, let alone his fraught relationship with her uncle, Therese steps
in. But while she can engineer a successful resolution to one romance-of-theseason, as well as a reconciliation long overdue, another romance that strikes
much closer to home is beyond her ability to manipulate. Meanwhile, the search
for the source of the coins goes on, but time is running out. Will Therese’s
grandchildren and their Fulsom Hall helpers locate the Roman merchant’s villa
Harris is sure lies near before they all must leave the village for Christmas with
their families? Third in series. A novel of 70,000 words. A Christmas tale of
antiquities, reconciliation, romance, and requited love.
"Lock your doors. Hold them tight. Close your windows. Every night. Don't go out,
in case he's there. Always live in total fear." Everyone knows of Alpha Kaden, a
man of twisted riddles and cryptic puzzles. His identity is one of them. His touch,
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another. He is feared throughout all 13 packs for his reputation of stealing young
women out of their beds. And tonight he has come to steal Mara to make her a
player in his wicked game. But when Mara discovers the truth behind his sadistic
mind games everything changes and she finds herself questioning what is real,
and what is not. Mara always assumed her mate would be a man from her own
pack. A good man. Not a sadistic, sinful Alpha named Kaden.
She’s the one girl this player can’t have. A human. I’m dying to claim the
redhead who lights up the club every Saturday night. I want to pull her into the
storeroom and make her scream, but it wouldn’t be right. She’s too pure. Too
fresh. Too passionate. Too human. When she learns my secret, my alpha orders
me to wipe her memories. But I won’t do it. Still, I’m not mate material—I can’t
mark her and bring her into the pack. What in the hell am I going to do with her?
Life is good for wizard Sam of Wilds and Knight Commander Ryan Foxheart, until
Sam's grandmother, leader of the gypsy clan, comes to the City of Lockes with a
dire prophecy.
General Augustus Bron, Commander of the Traoian Iron Guard, has never
approved of the practice of capturing human women and training them to serve
the rich and powerful of his world. He knows, however, that success in politics is
all but impossible without the social status granted by ownership of a human pet,
and with his planet in desperate need of new leadership he sees little choice but
to obtain one for himself. When she pieces together a connection between five
missing women, reporter Phaedra Ellis knows she is onto something big, but
before she can go public with her story she is taken from her apartment in the
middle of the night and brought to a facility unlike anything she has ever seen
before. To her shock, Phaedra is informed that she is no longer on Earth, and
more disturbing still, she is now the property of a huge, powerful alien warrior
who will not hesitate to bare her bottom and spank her soundly should she dare
to disobey him. After an intimate, deeply humiliating medical examination
confirms her suitability as a pet, Bron begins Phaedra's training. Though taming
her will require a firm hand and punishments much more shameful than a mere
spanking may be necessary from time to time, he has no doubt that he is up to
the task. But despite his efforts to remain stoic, his beautiful little human has
soon claimed a place in his heart. When Bron's enemies seek to use his growing
love for Phaedra against him, can the battle-hardened soldier find a way to
protect both his planet and his pet? Publisher's Note: The Alien's Captive is an
erotic romance novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes, medical play,
elements of BDSM, and more. If such material offends you, please don't buy this
book.
NEW COVER Angel's Halo: Entangled Angel's Halo MC Series He was the MC's
enforcer. The man to dole out punishments within the club. Men feared him, and
so the peace was kept. For the most part. But Spider isn't at peace with himself.
There is only one thing in life he wants, and she just stormed back into his life...
Willa The moment I saw him, I belonged to Spider Masterson. Now, four years
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later, I still can't help but want to belong to him. Even after all the pain he has put
me through, I couldn't keep my distance. Spider There have been two females in
my life that have ever made me feel anything. One was my best friend. The other
owned my soul. She'd tattooed her name on my heart the second she had smiled
at me for the first time. But the past stands in our way. I know I need to explain
that night to her, but once I have her back in my bed, I can't think about anything
but making her mine.
Kenzie Jacobs is fascinated by the portrait of the roguish Highlander, Black Ben,
which hangs in her ancestral home. There's a mystery surrounding his death, and
Kenzie longs to solve it by traveling through time to 17th century Scotland--and
perhaps meet the gorgeous laird who haunts her dreams. Black Ben, Laird of
Ross has vowed never to marry again. But Kenzie is more potent than whiskey.
As confusing and crazy as she may seem, he can't get her out of his system. But
there's no way they can ever work, as she does not fit into his plans. Kenzie has
a life to get back to but leaving her favorite, though infuriating, Highlander behind,
might be the toughest thing she'll ever have to do. Each book in the A Time
Traveler's Highland Love series is STANDALONE: *To Conquer a Scot *To Save
a Savage Scot
“You are wild and disobedient. A threat to yourself and all others. To save your
life, we must prove you are bonded and submitted fully to us.” His voice was a
guttural growl. I lick my lips and challenged, “And what if you fail?” Thorsteinn
snarled. “We will not fail,” Vik said. "Sorrel, we’re going to tame you.” *** Tamed
by the Berserkers is best read after the previous 11 Berserker Saga books
(excluding Berserker Babies). Sold to the Berserkers Mated to the Berserkers
Bred by the Berserkers (FREE novella) Taken by the Berserkers Given to the
Berserkers Claimed by the Berserkers Rescued by the Berserker Captured by
the Berserkers Kidnapped by the Berserkers Bonded to the Berserkers Berserker
Babies Owned by the Berserkers Night of the Berserkers -Tamed by the
Berserkers Mastered by the Berserkers Surrendered to the Berserkers (coming
soon) Aegir Siebold
After the death of her deeply indebted father, nineteen-year-old Abigail Barrow
faces a hard future in the workhouses of nineteenth-century London. Her only
hope lies in a marriage to Dr. Simon Abbott, a man whose life her father once
saved while they both served in Her Majesty's Navy. But with no education and
no dowry, she can hardly expect the esteemed doctor to agree to the match,
especially when her sharp tongue earns her a trip over his knee for a humiliating
bare-bottom spanking during their very first meeting. The reserved Dr. Abbott has
long avoided marriage, knowing that what he seeks in a wife is not easy to find.
Abigail's response to his firm chastisement convinces him that she is just the
woman he needs, but she will require training to be a properly submissive wife,
and thus before he makes her his bride he decides to bring her into his home as
his ward. On her first day in Simon's home, Abigail finds herself stripped naked,
bathed like a child, and then dressed in clothing befitting a little girl. Worse still,
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her failure to obey her new guardian promptly results in a swift and painful
punishment applied to her bare backside. Yet Simon's strict discipline is
accompanied by gentle, loving care, and as the days pass his intimate attentions
awaken a powerful need within her. When she lies on the doctor's exam table,
exposed, vulnerable, and blushing crimson, Abigail cannot help aching for him to
claim her. But can there be a permanent place for her in Simon's life as both his
wife and his little ward? Publisher's Note: The Doctor's Little Ward is an erotic
romance novel that includes spankings, sexual scenes, age play, medical play,
anal play, and more. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Director Simon Tvelgar is haunted by love that was lost but never fades with
time. He thought she was gone forever, but what if...' New York Times bestselling
author, Victoria Danann, introduces a new Black Swan series with this
enchanting novella that will grab you by the heartstrings. Rosie Storm is about to
get the chance to head up a new Black Swan unit, D.I.T., The Department of
Interdimensional Trespass. Twenty years ago Sir Simon was a vampire hunter.
He took three month's bereavement leave to go wild camping in the far north of
Scotland following the death of his team leader. He expected solitude and fresh
air to clear his mind and heart. He did not expect to fall in love. While wild
camping on the stark landscape of the Orkney Islands, she disappeared into the
standing stones. She faded into nothingness, a look of panic frozen on her face.
As she reached out and silently called his name, he lunged to grab her an instant
too late. Her memory has haunted him every hour since. Simon channeled his
sorrow and loneliness into work until he eventually rose to the most powerful
position ever held by an ex Black Swan knight. With tireless dedication, he built a
congregation of talented misfits, watching and waiting for the one who could find
Sorcha.
Ever heard the saying, never follow the big bad wolf into the woods?Well, I wish I
had listened to Little Red Riding Hoods advice. One bite. That's all it took to turn
Harper into a wolf and change her entire life. Turning eighteen was meant to be a
fun night out, a party in the woods to celebrate with friends, but it ends in
disaster. Harper wakes up in a car, on her way to a pack of wolves; ones she
must live with. The sexy and alluring alpha welcomes her, declaring her his mate.
Only Harper's best friend, a vampire she grew up with, tells her she belongs with
him. Now, Harper must keep her mates from destroying each other. Can there be
a happy ending for them all?To make matters worse, the wolves are at war with
other kinds of shifters. When one of them turns up, demanding she is their mate,
will her alpha, who she rejected, fight for her? Will the vampire, who loves her,
help her pack? 18+ menage romance.
When alpha wolf Lakota Longtree sees a grizzly stalking a young woman in the
Alaskan wilderness, he intervenes just in time. But the beast is no ordinary bear.
He is a shifter of a different clan, an ancient enemy of Lakota's people, and he
will not be satisfied until he has tracked down and killed this woman. Lakota's
only choice is to make her a member of his pack, but that will mean teaching the
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headstrong girl that an alpha expects to be obeyed. Carly Fowler has never put
much stock in myths and legends, but after the ruggedly handsome man who so
recently saved her life transforms into a wolf before her eyes, she is forced to
accept that what he says is true. There is a terrifying creature hunting her and
Lakota and his pack can keep her safe, but that will mean submitting to a stern,
dominant alpha who will not hesitate to bare her bottom and spank her soundly
any time he feels it necessary. Lakota gives Carly no time to ponder her situation,
nor does he give her a choice in the matter. She will live with him until he is sure
she is no longer in danger, and during that time she will do as she is told or face
the consequences. It isn't long before Carly's defiant attitude earns her a painful,
embarrassing spanking over Lakota's knee, but despite her fury at being
punished in such a fashion she cannot help yearning for him to take her hard and
thoroughly. Over the coming days, Lakota takes on the role of Carly's firm but
loving daddy, providing the structure and discipline she requires to adjust to her
new life. Soon enough, however, his need for her becomes overwhelming, and
he claims her as his mate, mastering her more completely than she would have
ever thought possible. But will her presence end up tearing his pack apart?
Publisher's Note: Alpha Daddy includes spankings, sexual scenes, and elements
of age play. If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Born and bred to rule, I embraced my place in our family with pride. I was the
leader. The boss. The king.Fueled by my family's need for revenge, I was on a
bloody path toward vengeance. That's when I found her-a filthy, weak, broken
girl.The mystery that surrounded her seduced me. Her secrets pulled me down to
the deepest pits of hell, the demons of her past threatening to burn the empire I
swore to protect.Now the devil himself is knocking at my door, wanting his
beautiful, broken girl back.But she's mine now. I claimed her. And anyone who
dares to take her away from me will be completely, utterly, royally...Fucked.
Pack Rule #5: Happy mate, happy fate. Fate has it in for me. She’s sent a
human vet to stay in the bunkhouse. With me. I might not have the wolf scent, but
I have the hearing. I learn she’s a virgin. I offer her two weeks. Two weeks
where I’ll show her a large animal. One she can’t resist. Or at least one who
can’t resist her. I’ll prove she doesn’t know everything about four-legged
beasts. Especially not the fiercest ones who stalk their prey in the night.
Especially not one determined to prey on her. Me.
For twenty-year-old Carrie Lynn Lassiter, an evening at a biker bar was meant to
be no more than a defiant walk on the wild side and an act of rebellion against a
father who never loved her. But when she catches the eye of the leader of a
ruthless outlaw biker gang, she soon finds herself in way over her head. As
second in command of The Rebel Sons, Jake Greer is all too familiar with the
brutal tactics of the Vipers, the rival gang he holds responsible for his father's
murder. When he stumbles upon a beautiful, vulnerable young woman running
for her life from them, he doesn't think twice about rescuing her. It doesn't take
long for Jake to figure out that Carrie Lynn is no biker chick, but something about
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the sweet yet sassy girl leaves him aching to bare her little bottom, spank her
soundly, and then claim her hard and thoroughly. Carrie Lynn can't hide her need
for Jake's firm-handed dominance, and soon enough she is begging for more as
he brings her to one shattering climax after another. But Jake has powerful
enemies who won't hesitate to use Carrie Lynn to get to him. Will keeping his little
girl safe mean leading The Rebel Sons into a war they might not win? Publisher's
Note: Her Bad Boy Daddy is an erotic romance novel that includes spankings,
sexual scenes, age play, and more. If such material offends you, please don't
buy this book.
Running for her life...Lucia hijacks a stolen cargo ship only to find she's not
alone. A giant, beastly alien slave with no memory of his past is now her newest
acquisition, and she has no idea what to do with him.Stuck together for the
foreseeable future on the journey back to her home planet, Lucia struggles with
the decision to keep him close or risk letting him fall back into enemy
hands.Outrunning the pirates in pursuit, and her own desires, is shaping up to be
an impossible task.WARNING: This story contains a non-human alien hero,
mature content, graphic language, and some violence against women.
Lily has been alone for most of her life. Held as a captive. Used as a weapon.
The mercenaries who 'rescue' her are as intriguing as they are brutal, but Lily is
still a pawn in the games of men. They'll use her and cast her aside if she lets
them. That's if she survives what comes next... Quin, Commander of the Dark
Army, has only one goal and will let Lily die if it serves his purposes, but he's also
drawn to her in a way that makes him wish for more. No one is safe from Mad
Mal, a monster who kills to satisfy dark needs. He will make her pay for tempting
the other beast he hides within. And the playful Bastian seems harmless, with a
taste for wine and women, but he might just harbor the darkest soul of them
all...and the darkest secrets. Each man has his own twisted torments and fierce
desires that Lily cannot fathom after her years a captive. But as the days and
nights go by, she begins to realize she needs something she never thought she'd
have and it may not be the freedom she always yearned for at all. Can she
unlock the hearts of these men who care for nothing and no one to find the
pieces of themselves they buried long ago, or will they decide their mission is
more important than the woman who brings them to their knees? Kept to Kill is
the third standalone in the Dark Brothers Series of dark fantasy romance. If you
like strong, but desolate heroines, antiheroes that make your blood run cold even
as it heats up, and your Happily Ever Afters with some darkness before the light,
you will love this book. Read the next dark adventure in this amazing series
today! Authors Note: This story contains knife play, angst for the FMC, and,
although she can hold her own, things are not great for Lily at first. If you don't
enjoy that kind of story, continue at your own risk. **You don't need to have read
the other books in the Dark Brothers series to enjoy this book, but it helps.**
He pushes me past my limits. I wear what he buys for me... or nothing at all. He
takes me as hard and as often as he pleases. Because he can. Because he
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owns me. I'm a professional woman, a respected partner in a law firm. I don't
need anyone to run my life. I just need a man to make me blush and beg and
soak my panties, if I'm allowed to wear any. A man who will strip me bare and
use me whenever, wherever, and however he wants. A man who will spank me
until I'm sore and sobbing if I dare to disobey. That's why I belong to Mr. M.
That's why my body is his property. That's why I'm his by contract. Publisher's
Note: His by Contract is a stand-alone novel which is the first book in the
Completely His series. It includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such material
offends you, please don't buy this book.
When Queen Avin of Windbourne is taken captive, stripped bare, and brought to
face judgement from Lord Xander of Ravenscroft, the bold, handsome warrior
who overthrew her and took her crown for his own, she is determined to remain
defiant even as she stands naked before him. Leading a rebellion against the
woman he once hoped would be his bride was the last thing Xander wanted, but
the treachery of Avin's father left him with no other choice. Yet despite the pain of
Avin's apparent betrayal, Xander can't help wondering whether she was merely a
pawn in a perilous game. Determined to win Avin's submission, Xander sets out
to master her body completely, and soon enough she has been soundly spanked
and then made to kneel at his feet and eat from his hand. But though her arousal
at such shameful treatment cannot be denied, Avin is far too proud to yield
without a fight. Can Xander find a way to conquer the beautiful, feisty queen and
claim her heart before his own father's scheming tears the kingdom apart?
Publisher's Note: Conquering the Queen includes sexual scenes and spankings.
If such material offends you, please don't buy this book.
She never knew she'd need protection — from her own husband. Chase Hart is an
ex-Navy SEAL who runs high end security detail and covert Government
operations with the CIA. When his brother, a high powered divorce attorney calls
with a special request, he takes the job—no questions asked. Melissa O'Keefe is
done living under the tyrannical rule of her husband, real estate mogul, Henry
O'Keefe. She's prepared to take their young son and build a new life. But when
Henry conspires to have her killed—she finds herself caught in a dangerous game
of cat and mouse, with her survival—and her son's—at stake. Chase has protected
a lot of beautiful women in his lifetime, but what he doesn't count on is falling in
love with the woman he's protecting now. And Melissa has a secret that will
change their life forever. If you love dirty-talking SEALs and happily-ever-afters
one-click this small town romance from WSJ and USAT Bestselling author KB
Winters today!
One woman enslaved. Three callous masters. Secrets that could destroy them all ...
Kora ran away to start a new life where she was in control of her own destiny and her
own body. Instead, she was captured and auctioned to the highest bidders : Three
former mercenaries with black hearts. Mace is their leader; ruthless and unforgiving.
Kade lives in the shadows and, if his growls are anything to go by, may not be a man at
all. And cruel Lucian's only delights seem to be drink and tormenting their new
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possession until she breaks. And she might. Kora wasn't a slave before and she must
keep that secret at all costs. If they learn who she is, she'll be forced to marry a man
who scares her far more than her harsh masters. Can she escape these three
dangerous Brothers who have begun to show her that there is more to them than their
tragic pasts? And if they find out her secrets, can she trust them not to throw her to the
wolves? Sold to Serve is the first book in the Dark Brothers Series of dark fantasy 'Why
choose' romance. If you like enemies to lovers, deliciously dark antiheroes and your
happily ever love stories with bite, you will adore this book by Kyra Alessy. Unlock the
first adventure in this amazing series today! Author's Note: This book is for mature
audiences. (Also, grammar and spelling is UK English)
He's fifty-one, they're in their twenties. Can Jack Hawthorne keep up with two women?
How will he protect his heart?
"The terrifying finale is a doozy, and Ky is a capable (can you say muay thai?), whipsmart, snarky joy. Readers will follow her anywhere, no matter how dangerous. Dark
and thrilling." —Kirkus When her FBI agent father is framed for murder, Kylene is forced
to move in with her grandfather, back to the small town that turned its back on her, and
the boy who betrayed her. All Ky cares about is clearing her father’s name, but
someone won’t let her forget the photo scandal that drove her away two years ago. As
the threats gain momentum, Ky finds an unlikely ally in the rookie FBI agent sent to
keep an eye on her. Determined to expose the town's hidden skeletons, Ky unwittingly
thrusts herself into a much bigger plot. They thought she’d forgive and forget. They’re
about to learn they messed with the wrong girl. "A quick-witted heroine, a fast-paced
plot, and a twisty whodunit mystery kept me on my toes. Fans of Riverdale will adore
Kylene Danners and devour this suspenseful story." —USA Today bestselling author
K.A. Tucker At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
As the daughter of a powerful highland laird, Glynis McLeod should have made a fine
wife for any Scotsman. Having been deprived of discipline by her mother's untimely
passing, however, Glynis grew up wild and unchecked. As a lass of twenty, she has
precious little respect for any man, let alone a husband her father might choose for her.
But even a doting father must obey his king, and when the king demands a marriage to
ensure lasting peace between rival clans, Glynis finds herself the very reluctant bride of
Bran McKinnon. Known as Bran the Bull-both for his size and his fearsome sexual
appetites-he is a man accustomed to being obeyed, a fact which is quickly impressed
upon Glynis when her lack of decorum earns her a bare-bottom spanking from her
future husband in the great hall of her father's castle. As soon as Bran lays eyes on
Glynis, he knows the fiery redhead is exactly what he's been seeking: a woman who
needs both the firm hand of a father figure and the dominant lovemaking of a husband.
With the help of her childhood nanny, Bran sets about training his feisty highland lass to
be the obedient wife he expects. Blushing cheeks and a sore bottom quickly help Glynis
become the good little girl her husband desires, but when danger threatens the king's
peace, will Bran recognize in time that there's more to his young bride than meets the
eye? Publisher's Note: The Highlander's Little Lass is an erotic romance novel that
includes spankings, sexual scenes, extensive age play, anal play, and more. If such
material offends you, please don't buy this book.
THE MONSTER WANTS HER. HE WON’T BE DENIED. I've become a monster. I hear
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blood moving in people’s veins. Scent their emotions. I want to feed. To hunt. To
mate... I'm no longer a human--my life is over. I've left everyone I love. I've gone rogue
from the CIA. My only hope is my handler. Annabel gray is tough enough to face my
monster. If I lose control, she won't hesitate to take me out. But I'm not the only
predator out there. Someone's hunting Annabel. She needs my protection. But if I don’t
get my animal under control, I may be her biggest threat yet.
As the nations of Earth collapse into chaos amid a steadily worsening environmental
catastrophe, Iris makes the choice to leave her dying world behind and seek refuge on
the far-off planet of TraoX39, where human females are in high demand as brides. But
upon her arrival, she soon realizes that her new life will be far different than she was led
to believe. Though she was promised the right to refuse any match, when Iris dares to
reject a rich, decadent oaf who fancies her, she finds herself in deep trouble. After a
humiliating public punishment, she is brought to a remote settlement inhabited by the
rugged, battle-hardened Trogarian tribe and given as a gift to their chieftains. The two
huge, handsome Trogarian warriors waste no time in making it clear that Iris is to be
their obedient, submissive bride, and when she defies them she quickly discovers that
there are punishments much more shameful than a mere bare-bottom spanking. Yet in
spite of everything, their mastery of her body sets Iris on fire with passion in a way she
has never experienced, and before long she is delighting in being shared by her fierce,
dominant mates. But the Trogarians have powerful enemies, and soon her adopted
people are caught up in the scheming of foes as cunning as they are evil. Can Iris help
set things right and save the men she has grown to love before it is too late?
Publisher's Note: Bride of the Trogarians includes spankings and sexual scenes. If such
material offends you, please don't buy this book.
Lessons hard learned last the longest. Creswell Springs biggest manwhore, Raider
Hannigan, one of Angel's Halo MC's most notorious members wasn't for me. After
years of him holding my heart, I had seen the harsh light of my reality. Raider would
never want me or ... love me. With a firm resolve to move on, I wouldn't give in. Only
one moment of weakness came back to bite me. Now I had a secret. No one needed to
know the depths of it all, especially not him.
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